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 1. The importance of rheology 
 

The rheology is a science of physical material. Professor Bingham wrote the following definition 

about rheology is “the study of the deformation and flow of matter” and its short definition was 

accepted by the American Society of Rheology in 1929 when it was founded.  

The term rheology means that "everything flows", and was first used to describe the flow of 

liquids and the deformation of solids. 

Using an another definition the rheology evaluates the connections between the forces acting on a 

material and the deformations of material what the forces cause. 

The rheology is a part of mechanics, an intermediate scientific field between the mechanics of 

solid materials and hydrodynamics (table 1.) 

 

Table 1.: The science of rheology (Internet 1) 

Continuum 
mechanics (The 

study of the physics 
of continuous 

materials.) 

Solid mechanics 
(The study of the 

physics of 
continuous materials 
with a defined rest 

shape.) 

Elasticity (describes materials that return to 
their rest shape after applied stresses are 

removed) 

Plasticity (describes 
materials that 

permanently deform 
after a sufficient 
applied stress) 

Rheology is the study 
with both solid and 
fluid characteristics. 

Fluid mechanics 
(The study of the 

physics of 
continuous materials 
which deform when 
subjected to a force.) 

Non-Newtonian 
fluids do not undergo 

strain rates 
proportional to the 

applied shear stress. 
Newtonian fluids undergo strain rates 

proportional to the applied shear stress. 
 
 
The science of rheology has many applications in the following fields  

 food acceptability,  

 food processing, and  

 food handling (Barbosa-Cánovas, Kokini, Ma, and Ibarz, 1996).  
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Foods are a very complex materials structurally and rheologically also, because they consist of 

mixtures of solids as well as fluid structural components (Finney, 1972). 

 
Rheology determines the flow and deformation of substances and, in particular, to their behavior 

in the transient area between solids and fluids. And as above mentioned, rheology attempts to 

define a relationship between the stress acting on a given material and the resulting deformation 

that takes place. Rheological properties are determined by measuring force and deformation as a 

function of time (Internet 2). 

 

The science of rheology will help us help to define the requirements on the type and ratio of raw 

material (e.g. the hardness  or the consistency of different food products). Moreover, the rheology 

is suitable a took to meet the consumer’s sensory demands as several sense can be described by 

rheological parameters for specific products (for example the liquid is flowing instead of having a 

gel structure or a product is too soft during chewing or the crispiness of a foodstuff lasts no long 

time). We can use the science of rheology in product development – it will help to define the 

demands for engineers and developers and it also makes possible to compare different unit 

operations, technological variations, raw material substitutions or give a new property for a 

product (Sipos, 2014). 

 
 
Exercise: What do you think, why is the use of rheology so important in the food processing and 
analysis? 
 
The rheology is very important both for the production and the qualification of food products. 

First, the operated technical equipments have to be designed and selected by the consideration of 

the materials being under process. Different types of pumps, pistons, mixers or fillers, even 

pipelines are required for the materials with different rheological properties. For example, 

several references describe the modelling of flow of fluids in pipelines with different cross sections 

and areas. For example, when a material flows in a circular cross section pipeline rheologically it 

can be considered as a fluid under mechanical shear, where the shear force came from the flow 

velocity. When other influencing factors (such as gravity or the turbulence due to the not 

absolutely plain inner surface of pipeline) are not considered, the flow rate will be maximal in the 

central axis of the pipeline and it will be minimal on the surface. On the other hand, the shear rate 
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is not zero on the surface but the material slips on it, therefore the friction of liquid molecules on 

the solid surface has to be also considered. 

 
Exercise: Please list some food industries where the use of rheology is very important. Please 
note the above mentioned! 
 
2. Viscosity 
 
Viscosity is also called the internal friction; it is the measure of internal resistance of fluid (gas or 

liquid) material against shear stress. In a common sense the higher viscosity values mean more 

dense fluid and the lower values are refers to thin liquids. The viscosity of ideal fluids is zero. A 

viscometer (often called viscosimeter) is an instrument used to measure the viscosity of a fluid. In 

general, either the fluid remains stationary and an object moves through it, or the object is 

stationary and the fluid moves past it.  In both case it is very important to control the pressure and 

temperature strictly because the viscosity may strongly change by it (SIPOS, 2014). 

The simplest laboratory viscometers for liquids are the following:  

 capillary viscometers (figure 1): the simplest capillary type viscometer is the Ostwald 

viscometer, which contains an U-shaped glass tube, in a controlled temperature bath. There 

is two marks on the U-shaped glass (one above and one below the upper bulb) indicate a 

known volume. We have to measure the time for the level of the liquid to pass between 

these marks. 

 

Figure 1.: Ostwald type capillary viscometer (where A and B are timing marks and C is a 

filling mark) (Internet 3.) 
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 falling ball viscometers (figure 2.): In the case of falling ball viscometers the analysed 

material is in stationary state in a tube and a body with known physical properties falling 

down in it. A typical falling ball type viscometer is the Höppler viscometer. There is an 

iron or glass ball with a diameter between 11 and 15 mm which is sinking in the examined 

liquid in a glass tube. The tube has a specific inclination. We have to measure the time 

what is required for the ball to fall down between two marks which is on the glass tube (the 

distance is 50 or 100 mm). 

 

Figure 2.: Falling ball viscometer (Internet 4) 

 

 rotational viscometers: using a rotational viscometers we have to measure the torque 

required to turn an object. It depends on the viscosity of that fluid. We will measure the 

torque which is required to rotate a disk in a certain fluid with a known speed. 

 

So the viscosity is a measure of the internal friction of a liquid. If the liquids have high viscosities, 

they flow very slowly (for an example: lava has a relatively high viscosity), and the liquids with 

low viscosity were flow quickly. whereas low viscosity liquids flow quickly (for an example: 

water). You can measure the viscosity of a liquid using the following datas: 

 the velocity of the sphere 

 densities of the sphere  

 and the density of the liquid (Internet 5). 
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Exercise: How can you calculate the density of the ball? 

 Measure the mass of your ball. For an example, suppose the mass of the ball is 0.1 

kilograms (kg). 

 Divide the diameter by 2; this gives the radius of your ball. For instance the ball bearing 

has a radius of 0.01 meter (m).  

 Calculate the volume of the ball.   

 

The volume would be: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Calculate the density of the ball by dividing its mass by its volume. The density of the ball 

in our example would be: 

 

 

 

 

 

Exercise: How can you calculate the density of liquid? 

 Measure the mass of your graduated cylinder when it is empty (for an example the empty 

cylinder had a mass of 0.2 kg).  
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 Then measure the mass of your graduated cylinder with 100 millilters (mL) of liquid in it 

(with fluid its weigh was 0.45 kg). 

 Determine the mass of the fluid by subtracting the mass of the empty cylinder from the 

mass of the cylinder with the fluid. In our example: 

 

 

 

 

 After that please determine the density of the fluid by dividing its mass by its volume. In 

our example: 

 

 

 

 

 

1 mL is equal to 1 cm3  

1 million cubic centimeters equal 1 cubic meter 
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Exercise: How can you measure the viscosity of the liquid 

 Fill your tall graduated cylinder with the liquid so it is about 2 cm from the top of the 

cylinder.  

 Use your marker to make a mark 2 cm below the surface of the liquid. Mark another line 2 

cm from the bottom of the cylinder. 

 Measure the distance between the two marks on the graduated cylinder (in the example the 

distance is 0.3 m. 

 Let the ball go on the surface of the liquid and use your stopwatch to time how long it takes 

for the ball to fall from the first mark to the second mark. Suppose it took the ball 6 

seconds (s) to fall the distance. 

 Calculate the velocity of the falling ball by dividing the distance it fell by the time it took. 

In the example: 

 

 

 

 

 Calculate the viscosity of the liquid from the data you have collected: 

 

 

   where: 

o g - acceleration due to gravity (9.8 m/s2) 
o a - radius of ball bearing  
o v - velocity of ball bearing through liquid 
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 Plug your measurements into the equation to calculate the viscosity of the liquid.  

 For our example, the calculation is the following: 

 

 

 

 

Exercise: Please calculate the volume of the ball! If we know the following informations: 

 the mass of the ball is 0.15 kilograms (kg). 

 the ball bearing has a radius of 0.02 meter (m).  

 

Exercise: Please calculate the density of the liquid, using the following datas? 

 the mass of your graduated cylinder when it is empty is 0.35 kg).  

 the mass of your graduated cylinder with 100 millilitres (mL) of liquid in it 0.50 kg 

 

Exercise: Please calculate the viscosity of the liquid! Please use the following datas! 

 the distance between the two marks on the graduated cylinder 0.2 m 

 Let the ball go on the surface of the liquid and use your stopwatch to time how long it takes 

for the ball to fall from the first mark to the second mark. Suppose it took the ball 9 

seconds (s) to fall the distance. 
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3.  Rheological methods in cereal analysis  
 

There are several specific rheological methods for the evaluation of cereal and cereal products, 

especially wheat flour and dough. The gluten and starch are the two components which determine 

the rheological behaviour of these products. The gluten forms a more or less strong three 

dimensional network in the presence of water with the absorption of large amounts of water. The 

formed gluten network gives extensibility and strength to the dough which basically determines 

the quality of both raw materials and products. On the other hand, when the dough is heated the 

starch starts to gelatinize which result rapid increase in the viscosity of flour-water system (Sipos, 

2014).  

In the baking industry, there is a long tradition of using different empirical measurements of 

rheological properties, we can use the following instruments: 

 penetrometer,  

 texturometer,  

 consistometer,  

 amylograph,  

 farinograph,  

 mixograph,  

 extensograph,  

 alveograph,  

 various flow viscometers,  

 and fermentation recording devices (Internet 6). 

The most frequently used rheological tests in flour analysis are the Alveograph, Farinograph and 

Estensigraph tests and the Falling number analysis, but several other methods and equipment are 

used (for example Mixograph, Rheofermentometer, Amylograph, rheometer, etc.). The 

Alveograph and Extensigraph are used to evaluate the resistance of properly prepared dough 

against extension, therefore they can be characterized as tensile tests. The Farinograph and 

Mixograph was found to be torsion tests as the dough is kneaded during the evaluation and both 

pressure and shear deforms it. The Falling number test basically based on the principles of falling 

ball viscometry and the Amylograph test is a rotational viscometric method with controlled shear 

rate (SIPOS, 2014). 
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4. Farinograph 
 

The technological analysis of wheat flour is based on the evaluation of the rheologic properties of 

the dough made from it. There are many methods, but the Farinograph test is a widely used 

internationally methods. Using the Farinograph we can evaluates the dough in dynamic conditions 

during continuous kneading. For this kneading we use two z-arm mixer. The equipment will 

record the resistance of dough against the kneading (deformation) and displays it on a diagram. 

So it is the most universally used physical dough-testing instrument to measure the plasticity and 

mobility of the dough. It records the resistance dough offers to the mixing blades during a 

prolonged and relatively gentle mixing action at constant temperature by transmitting is to a 

dynamometer. The dynamometer, in turn, is connected to a lever and scale system and to a pen 

which traces a curve on a registered chart (Internet 7).  

  

     There are eight different parts of a farinograph (figure 3.), basically:  

1. mixing bowl  

2. dynamometer  

3. lever system  

4. scale system  

5. recording mechanism  

6. dashpot  

7. thermostat  

8. buret 
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Figure 3: Diagram of the basic parts of the farinograph (Internet 7) 

 

The use of the farinograph we can evaluate flours baking quality or we can prepare dough at 

optimal stage for another tests, like extensigraph, baking test. With using the test farinograph we 

can indicate basically two very important physical dough properties.  

 The first behaviour what we can calculate is the absorption or amount of water which is 

required for a dough to have a definite consistency (this is the 500 BU – Brabender Unit 

line).  

 And the second property is general the mixing profile of the mixing behavior of dough. Or 

with other words we can determine the tolerance of the dough to mechanical abuse. 

 

Figure 4.: The representative farinogram 
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The test does not apply the same ratios of flour and water, but requires a specific resistance to 

adjust with the addition of water to the same amount of flour. This specific resistance is 500 BU 

(Brabender Unit) what is an arbitrary unit of viscosity. The more water addition results weaker the 

less water addition results stronger dough.  

The amount of water expressed in percentage is the water absorption capacity, what is the amount 

of water used in bread making. Its value is ranged from 55 to 70%, the higher values are more 

advantageous. It is hard to add as much water as necessary to reach the 500 BU exactly therefore a 

small tolerance is allowed; the obtained maximum resistance line has to be within 20 BU from the 

500 BU line.  

In the international evaluation the examined parameters are the:  

 arrival time or development time (the time when the upper line of curve crosses the 

maximum resistance line),  

 the peak time (the time when the curve reaches its maximum value), the mixing tolerance 

index (the difference of resistace values measured in the peak time and 4 minutes after),  

 the departure time (the time when upper line goes above the maximum resistance line),  

 stability (the time between the departure and arrival times) and  

 Farinograph Quality Number (the tenfold of the time expressed in seconds from the 

beginning of evaluation to the time when the upper line falls 30 BU below the maximum 

consistency line) (Sipos, 2014). 

In Hungary (figure 4.):  

 the dough development time (the time when the midline reaches its maximum value),  

 stability (the time while the midline and the maximum resistance line are parallel to each 

other),  

 degree of softening (the distance between the midline and the maximum tolerance line in 

BU) and  

 the baking value (table2.) (calculated from the area between the maximum resistance line 

and the midline) are the evaluated parameters (Sipos, 2014). 
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Table 2: The relationship between the calculated area and the baking value 

Baking value Baking quality group Calculated area (cm2) 

100-85 A1 0-1.4 

84.9-70 A2 1.5-5.5 

69.9-55 B1 5.6-12.1 

54.9-45 B2 12.2-17.6 

44.9-30 C1 17.7-27.4 

29.9-0 C2 27.5-50.0 

 

Exercise: To evaluate the diagram, compare the various available specifications!  

 ICC-Standard no. 115/1 

 AACC Method no. 54-21.02 

 AACC Method no. 38-20.01 

 ISO 5530-1 

 National standard 

 

Exercise: What do the following definitions mean? 

 Viscoelastic properties 

 Water absorption 

 Dough stability 

 Dough development time 

 Dough softening 

 Baking behaviour 

 Gluten strength 

 

Exersize: In which industries the farinograph method can be employed and how? And what is 

its importance? 
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4. 1. The procedure of farinographic measurement 
 

 Confirm thermostat temperature (30 ˚C) 

 Fill buret with distilled water 

 Remove air pockets from buret tip 

 Weigh 50 g of flour (if the moisture content is 14 %) (table 3) 

 Premix flour for 1 minute 

 Refill buret to appropiate level (auto overflow) 

 Add distilled water to expected absorption of flour (500 Brabender Unit – 500 BU) 

 Carefully scrape sides of bowl 

 Place small lid on mixer for duration of the test (15 minutes) 

 Clean the mixer 

 Add cleaning flour (about 125 grams), mix for 20-30 seconds 

 Scrape it with spatula and after that mix again for 20-30 seconds 

 Use caution when cleaning blades and mixer with tap water 

Chemicals used during the test: 

the water used must be distilled water or water of the same purity (Szilágyi and Borbély, 1999). 

 

Exercise: Please calculate the absorption or amount of water which is required for a dough to 

have a definite consistency (this is the 500 BU – Brabender Unit line).  

 

 

where  

 c is the maximum consistency expressed in Brabender Unit 

 V is amount of water 

 Vc is water absorption capacity 
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where  

 c1 is the highest point of the diagram, expressed in Brabender Unit 

 c2 is the lowest point of the diagram, expressed in Brabender Unit 

The following formula allows you can determine the weight of the flour to be weighed. The mass 

of flour to be weighed depends on the moisture content (see in the table). 

 

 

where: 

 m is mass of flour (g) 

 H is the moisture content in m/m % 

For an example if the moisture content is 14.3 m/m%, the mass of the flour to be weighed is: 

 

 

 g 

 

Table 3: Relationship between the moisture content and the weight of the flour to be weighed 

Moisture 

content m/m% 

The weight of 

the flour (g) 

Moisture 

content m/m% 

The weight of 

the flour (g) 

Moisture 

content m/m% 

The weight of 

the flour (g) 

9.0 47.3 12.1 48.9 15.1 50.6 

9.1 47.3 12.2 49.0 15.2 50.7 

9.2 47.4 12.3 49.0 15.3 50.8 

9.3 47.4 12.4 49.1 15.4 50.8 

9.4 47.5 12.5 49.1 15.5 50.9 

9.5 47.5 12.6 49.2 15.6 50.9 

9.6 47.6 12.7 49.3 15.7 51.0 

9.7 47.6 12.8 49.3 15.8 51.1 

9.8 47.7 12.9 49.4 15.9 51.1 
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9.9 47.7 13.0 49.4 16.0 51.2 

10.0 47.8 13.1 49.5 16.1 51.3 

10.1 47.8 13.2 49.6 16.2 51.3 

10.2 47.9 13.3 49.7 16.3 51.4 

10.3 47.9 13.4 49.7 16.4 51.4 

10.4 48.0 13.5 49.8 16.5 51.5 

10.5 48.0 13.6 49.8 16.6 51.6 

10.6 48.1 13.7 49.9 16.7 51.6 

10.7 48.2 13.8 49.9 16.8 51.7 

10.8 48.2 13.9 50.0 16.9 51.7 

10.9 48.3 14.0 50.1 17.0 51.8 

11.0 48.3 14.1 50.1 17.1 51.9 

11.1 48.4 14.2 50.2 17.2 51.9 

11.2 48.4 14.3 50.2 17.3 52.0 

11.3 48.5 14.4 50.3 17.4 52.1 

11.4 48.5 14.5 50.4 17.5 52.1 

11.5 48.6 14.6 50.4 17.6 52.2 

11.6 48.6 14.7 50.5 17.7 52.2 

11.7 48.7 14.8 50.5 17.8 52.3 

11.8 48.8 14.9 50.6 17.9 52.4 

11.9 48.8 15.0 50.6 18.0 52.4 

12.0 48.9 15.1 50.6 18.1 52.5 

 

 

Exercise: Please calculate the absorption or amount of water which is required for a dough to 

have a definite consistency (this is the 500 BU – Brabender Unit line).  

c1=520 BU 

c2=480 BU 

V=30.5 cm3 

Vc=? 
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Exercise: Please characterize the following types of curves on the basis of the above! What do 

you think about the: 

 the dough development time, 

 stability of the dough, 

 degree of softening, 

 the baking value 

 

Based on the curves which type of flour is suitable for making: 

 pastas, 

 bread or  

 biscuits. 

Exercise: Which analytical method are suitable to determine the moisture content of the flour? 
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5. Alveograph 
 

The alveograph test means mixing flour with a standardized salt solution, extruding the dough as a 

thin sheet, and expanding this sheet as a bubble. The equipment recorded the pressure in the 

bubble, until the bubble bursts.  

We usually repeat this method several times, and the parameters for the curves are averaged.  

 

5. 1. The procedure of alveographic measurement 
 

 To use the equipment, a set amount of dough is mixed.  

 The standard amount of flour usually used is 250 g,  

 After that please add water which consisting 2.5% sodium chloride (the amount of the 

liquid is depend on the moisture content of the flour)  

 The flour and water are mixed for 8 minutes,  

 then the machine makes small sheets from the dough.  

 The dough is allowed to rest,  

 then it’s moved to the Alveograph, which then inflates the dough until it bursts,  

 and the end of the measures shows the point at which it burst. 

 Different values are extracted from the analysis of the bursting point.  

 

In the international evaluation the examined parameters are the (figure 5): 

 P - height of the peak relates to the resistance of the dough to deformation,  

 L - the length of the curve which relates to its extensibility.  

 W - area under the curve represents the energy required to expand the dough and is related 

to the baking strength of the flour. This area is generally much larger for hard wheat flours 

than for soft wheat flours.  

 

So this parameters from an alveogram describe the viscoelastic properties of the examined dough 

(Internet 8). 
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Figure 5.: Representative alveograph diagram (Sipos, 2014) 

 

What the graph means (Internet 9): 

P - is the maximum pressure required to burst the bubble, shows how strong the dough was. 

L - expressed the extensibility of the dough (time taken for bubble to bust). 

P/L - is the strength and the extensibility of the dough. Low P/L means very extensible and low 

stregth (ratio of curve height to length). 

G - is index of swelling (size of the bubble), shows how flexible the dough was. 

W - is the energy used to blow up the bubble. High W means it’s a strong flour.  

 

5. 2. Typical characteristics of different winter wheat varieties are the following  

 

1. Suitable for bread flour – makes strong elastic dough and has excellent bread making potential 

(Internet 9). 

 

Characteristics of the curve are: 

 high pressure (P) 

 long time (L) to burst 

For this type of flour the typical range are the following: 

 alveograph P/L≤0.9 
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 alveograph W≥170 

 

 

2. Suitable for biscuit and blending flours – makes extensible dough, good for biscuits and 

blending with strong wheats (Internet 9). 

 

Characteristics of the curve are: 

 low pressure (P, mm) and 

 long time (L, mm),  

 which gives a lower P/L 

 area under the curve (W, ×10-4 J) less critical. 

 

For this type of flour the typical range are the following: 

 alveograph P/L≤0.55 

 alveograph W range between 80-120 

 

 

 

3. Suitable for animal feed only – makes tough, inelastic dough (Internet 9). 

 

Characteristics of the curve are: 

 high pressure (P) 

 short time (L) to burst. 

For this type of flour the typical range are the following: 
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 alveograph P/L range between 0.3-1.5 

 alveograph W range between 60-140.  

 

 

Exercise: As explained above, please explain why the alveographic test in the import export 

market is so important? 

Exercise: Based on the following informations please characterize the winter wheat flour we 

used! 

Alveograph parameters 

P (mm) 45.00 

L (mm) 90.00 

P/L 0.5 

W (×10-4 J) 110.00 

 

Exercise: What kind of characteristic curves are needed depending on the purpose of use 

(pasta, bakery products or biscuits)? 

 

6. Extensigraph 
 

The Extensigraph is an uniaxial extension. We prepare a dough with 500 BU consistency (using 

standard amount of flour and 2% NaCl solution) by Farinograph, we need to form the dough in a 

cylinder, rested for 45 minutes, then its ends are impacted and its middle part is pulled off with a 

constant speed until the dough breaks. Next, the dough is formed again and the resting and 

extension is repeated two times (in the 90 and 135 minutes). The three deformations are recorded 

on three diagrams, there the x axis is the time starting from the deformation, characterizes the 

extensibility of dough and the y axis is the resistance of dough against the extension. The quality 

parameters are the maximum resistance (the highest resistance value of the curve), the resistance 
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to extension 5cm (the resistance of dough measured in the 5th cm of the x axis), the extensibility 

(the length of the curve) and the deformation work (the area under the curve) (Sipos, 2014). 

By using the Extensograph we can determine: 

 Stretching behaviour of the dough   

 Baking characteristics  

 Influence of flour additives  

 Rheological optimum 

 

The Extensogram includes (figure 6): 

 

 Resistance to extension (5 cm)  

 Resistance to extension (Max.)  

 Extensibility  

 Area below the curve (energy, deformation work)  

 Ratio number (Resistance 5 cm / extensibility)  

 Ratio number (Max.) (Resistance max. / extensibility) 

(Internet 10).  

 

 

Figure 6: A representative Extensigraph diagram (Sipos, 2014) 
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Typical characteristics of different winter wheat varieties are the following (using Extesograph) 

(Internet 10): 

 

Type 1: 

 strong flour 

 extensible, elastic dough 

 suited for long fermentation processes, large proving tolerancs 

 light, voluminous baking products with a good volume 

 

Type 2: 

 rigid, tough dough structure 

 poor extensibility 

 dough hardly rises during proving 

 results in small pieces of dough with poor spring 

 

 Type 3: 
 Flour producting a wet, plastic dough 

 soft dough 

 narrow fermentation tolerance, dough tends to spread 

 small baking volume 
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Type 4: 

 flour is not suitable for normal baking products 

 

 

Exercise: Please specify the benefits of the method! 

From these values, we can determine  

 the rheological properties of the respective flour and  

 the influence of the applied different flour additives (like: ascorbic acid, different 

enzymes, emulsifiers) on the flour quality.  

 the “rheological optimum“ for the respective application of the flour and adjusted 

on the basis of the evaluated data. 

Exercise: What kind of characteristic curves are needed depending on the purpose of use 

(pasta, bakery products or biscuits)? 

 

Exercise: Why it is a problem in the manufacturing industry if not the flour with the proper 

properties is used to produce different products (pasta, bakery products or biscuits) 

For bread: An extensograph is a tool used for measuring the flour quality and stretching 

behavior of dough. Extensional properties, which determine the course of dough expansion 

during proofing and baking, have a direct effect on the loaf volume and the quality of texture 

of bread crumb (Antoni and Darius, 2013). 

Results from an extensograph are useful in determining the gluten strength and bread-

making characteristics of four.2 Changes to formulas such as fermentation time, type of 

flour or new supplier, dough additives can all be evaluated by an extensograph (Internet 

11). 
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Exercise: Based on the following informations please characterize the following extensigraph 

diagrams! 
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7. Hagbergs’s falling number 
 

Enzymes are macromolecules, proteins, regulate and catalyse the chemical and 

biochemical processes is living organisms. Their activity is required for physiologic processes, but 

after harvest or slaughter or during storage it continuously decreases what is generally favourable 

as these biochemical processes are often decrease quality and causes losses. On the other hand, 

their activity is required in several cases, e.g. the work of amylases is necessary for bread making 

and the maturity processes of climacteric fruits. 

The measurements of enzyme activity can aim to determine the active presence of an 

enzyme (qualitative) or determine the current activity (qualitative). Enzyme activity can be 

specified numerically when the purpose of the analysis is its accurate quantification. For the 

agricultural products relative determination are also common, where the speed or any other 

measurable result of a process is determined and in some cases compared to a standardized value. 

The relative determinations are more rapid and chemical saving methods and based on a simple 

chemical, physical or biological principle, this is why they are preferred in practice (Sipos, 2013). 

The enzymes are present in the chemical composition in small amounts but their role is 

significant. The most important ones are the amylases for the winter wheat from the aspects of 

storage and baking industry. The amylases destruct starch to glucose providing substrate to the 

respiration. The higher amylase activity refers to higher physiological activity, therefore exposure 

to spoilage. On the other hand, during baking the amylases provide glucose for the yeast and if the 

enzymatic starch degradation is too rapid then the growth of yeast will be too rapid and it will be 

unfavourable from the view of bread structure. In contrast, low amylase activity results succinct 

and compact bread crumb. The amylase activity is evaluated by the Hagberg’s falling number 

method mostly. A flour-water suspension in hot water bath is mixed for a minute, then the mixing 

rod falls in the starch suspension. This falling will be slow due to the fact that boiling water 

gelatinizes the starch in the suspension, but the amylases start to breakdown it. The higher 

amylase activity result faster starch degradation and faster decrease of viscosity, therefore the rod 

will be got down sooner. The falling number is the time in seconds from the beginning of mixing 

to the arrival of rod to the bottom of tube (Sipos, 2013). 

 

The amount of alpha-amylase enzyme present can have a direct bearing upon the quality 

of bread produced.  
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When the alpha-amylase activity is right, so the falling number value is approximately 

250 seconds we can achieve a bread with high volume with firm and soft texture. If the activity is 

too high, a sticky bread crumb and low volume may result. 

If the alpha amylase activity is low, so the Hagberg-falling number is approximately 400 

seconds, then the bread will be dry (the crumb) and has diminished volume (Internet 12). 

 

7. 1. How is Hagberg-falling number test performed? 

 

 To prepare the sample for grain a 300 gram sample is ground in a Laboratory Mill. 

 We weigh 7.0 ± 0.05 g of whole meal or flour and put into a viscosimeter tube. The flour 

amount should be corrected by measuring the actual moisture content of the sample (table 4). 
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Table 4.: Correlation between the moisture content and the amount of the flour 

 

the moisture content of 

the sample (m/m%) 

the amount of the flour 

(g) 

the moisture content of 

the sample (m/m%) 

the amount of the flour 

(g) 

9.0 6.40 13.6 6.85 

9.2 6.45 13.8 6.90 

9.4 6.45 14.0 6.90 

9.6 6.45 14.2 6.90 

9.8 6.50 14.4 6.95 

10.0 6.50 14.6 6.95 

10.2 6.55 14.8 7.00 

10.4 6.55 15.0 7.00 

10.6 6.55 15.2 7.00 

10.8 6.60 15.4 7.05 

11.0 6.60 15.6 7.05 

11.2 6.60 15.8 7.10 

11.4 6.65 16.0 7.10 

11.6 6.65 16.2 7.15 

11.8 6.70 16.4 7.15 

12.0 6.70 16.6 7.15 

12.2 6.70 16.8 7.20 

12.4 6.75 17.0 7.20 

12.6 6.75 17.2 7.25 

12.8 6.80 17.4 7.25 

13.0 6.80 17.6 7.30 

13.2 6.80 17.8 7.30 

13.4 6.85 18.0 7.30 

 

 

 Using a dispensing 25 ± 0.2 ml of distilled water is added into the tube. 

 The flour sample and the distilled water are well mixed by shaking until we can see a 

homogeous suspension in the viscosimeter tube. 

 We put the viscosimeter tube with the rod into boiling water bath. Then the equipment is 

started and after 5 seconds the stirring will begin. 
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 The rod is released in the top position after 60 seconds and it is allowed to fall down in the 

viscosimeter tube. 

 The time in seconds (from the start position until the rod has fallen) is measured and registered 

by the Hagberg falling number instrument (Szilágyi and Borbély, 1999). 

 

 

Exercise: What is the falling number method? 

The Hagberg falling method measures the effect of the α-amylase in wheat flour. This method does 

not measure the enzyme activity directly, but it will determine the activity indirectly by quantifying 

the rheological properties (starch will hydrolyzed by the enzymes). 

Using the Hagberg falling number method we will determine the time in seconds which is required 

for a viscometer stirrer to fall a given distance through hot, aqueous flour gel undergoing 

liquefaction (Internet 13). 

 

 

Exercise: How can you increase the Hagberg falling number? 

The Hagberg falling number is the measure of a specific enzyme, called α-amylase. This number is 

used to determine the suitability of winter wheat flour for bread making. The milers preffered the 

Higher Hagberg-falling numbers. The appropriately chosen crop nutrition management systems 

(nitrogen and potassium) can help to increase the Hagberg falling numbers. 

The Hagberg falling number (HFN) is the measure of α-amylase, which is a specific enzyme. The 

α-amylase enzyme attacks the starch molecules, breaking them down to sugars which then 

produce the gas giving the air pockets and good loaf structure. The levels of alpha amylase 

enzyme need to be low in order to limit starch breakdown and which leads to sticky dough. A high 

Hagberg falling number indicate low α-amylase activity and thus good protein for baking 

(Internet 14).  

 

Exercise: Please explain what kind of end product will result if you do not use a flour with the 

right Hagberg-falling number for bread making! Please determine the quality of the dough, the 

color of the crumb and crust and the tecture of the crumb. (The picture below will help to you! 

Figure 6., Figure 7.) 
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Figure 6: Baking results using flour with different Hagberg falling numbers (Internet 12)  

 

Exercise: How can we produce a flour with a specified Hagberg falling number? 

 

Exercise: Please explain what kind of end product will result if you do not use a flour with the 

right Hagberg-falling number for pasta making! (The picture below will help to you!) 

 

Figure 7: Pastas using flour with different Hagberg falling numbers 

(Internet 15) 

 

8. Rheological methods in fruit analysis 
 

8. 1. The importance of measuring the firmness of fruit for testing maturity 
 
If we talk about the maturity of fruit, we can distinguish physical maturity and commercial 

maturity.  

 Physiological maturity can only transpire while the fruit is on the tree and it corresponds to 

the earliest harvest time for the sale of this type of fruit. 

 Commercial maturity occurs later, and indicates the best time to consume the fruit, when 

its colour, flavour and texture are ideal for the consumer. In the case of the climatic fruit, 
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the commercial maturity of the fruit can occur some time after it has been picked (Internet 

16). 

During the maturing, important changes occur inside, for example: 

 in colour,  

 form and  

 texture.  

 We should obtain objective information when the fruit should be picked and processed  

The firmness of the fruit is measured using by the penetrometer. It is a very objective parameters 

to determine the fruits maturity and it is a commonly used method in testing. There are also other 

methods that are used for example by the refractometer (this technique is proportional to 

measuring total sugar and thus the sweetness of the fruit) (Internet 16).  

Generally, the firmness or hardness of fruit measured by a penetrometer decreases as the maturity 

process occurs. Of course, you have to take into account that the firmness of the same fruit can 

vary, it depends on: 

 fruit variety,  

 the region where it is cultivated,  

 its size or the temperature of the fruit when it is being measured by the penetrometer (the 

higher the temperature, the less firm the fruit is). 

The penetrometer measures the force exerted upon the fruit in grams (1 g = 0.001 kg), with which 

the pressure exerted in kg/cm² can be obtained (Internet 16). 

 

Exercise: With an accurate instrument, right sampling method and testing, you should obtain 

the firmness of the fruits. But this measurement still may not truly represent the right 

"condition" of the apple. What are the main sources of the errors: 

For an example the water loss, because if apples are losing water very rapid, they may "soften" 

due to loss of turgor. This softening is not the same that the loss of condition. 
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9. Texture analyser 
 
Texture analyzers are instruments, which are used in the applied scientific methods for the 

purpose to the measurement and analysis of product texture.  

These equipments are used not only to evaluate but control the factors affecting quality, 

processing, handling and shelf-life, enabling the producer to understand consumer habits and 

acceptance criteria. The texture of the food is a very important factor for the customers, in addition 

to taste and smell. Cosmetics and pharmaceutical products are also sensory-dependent and benefit 

greatly from a texture analysis capability (Internet 17). 

Using the Texture analysers we can create a constant deformation or constant deformation speed. 

A force measurement unit will record the amount of force what is necessary to maintain the 

deformation or what can be experienced when the deformation is applied on the material.  

The most frequents texture analyser types are the followings: 

 measurement of force: the material is loaded with a deformation (constant deformation 

speed) and the force which is required to maintain the deformation is recorded. For 

example we will cut a vegetable and we will measure the force which is required. 

 measurement of distance: the material is loaded with a constant stress and we will measure 

the amount of deformation what the stress will results. An example for this type is the 

penetrometer, which is used to determine the maturity stage of apple. 

 measurement of time: a specified stress or deformation is applied on the material and the 

time is measured from the application of probe to the final adaptation of material to the 

new circumstances (for example stress relaxation). 

 measurement of energy: we will measure, that how much energy is required to maintain a 

status. For example how much energy is required for the final deformation for the tearing 

of an inflated dough disk (Alveograph test) 

 ratio: when more than one time a stress or deformation on a material is applied, and we 

will measure what kind of change can be experienced in the response of the material 

(Sipos, 2014). 

The main advantages of the texture analyzer is, that in the food industry, the changes in ingredient 

levels can cause s changes in product characteristics. Using the texture analyzer we can replace the 
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human sensory evaluation. During the test we will get a numerical value, using this we can 

evaluate the products. It is a reliable, repeatable and accurate testing method. 

Nowadays the texture analysis has become commonplace throughout the food industry. We can 

use texture analyzers in food laboratories at dairies, meat processing plants, bakeries and many 

more. We have to use these tests in order to ensure that everyday products meet the expectations 

of consumers. 

 

Exercise: For which food products it is useful to use the texture analyzer? 
 
For an example: Crunching cookies: For every consumers the ideal texture of the cookies is both 

crunchy and crumbly without being too hard or falling apart. The aim of the texture analyser test 

is that manufacturers will get an objective evaluation of the hardness of the product.
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